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IEEE 802.15.5 standard support structure of star and peer-to-peer 
network formation. Strating from these, the cluster tree network can 
be built as a special case of peer-to-peer network to increse coverage 
area. In this paper, we provide an performance evaluation of beacon-
enabled mode for IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor network on star and 
cluster topology in order to get the maximum result to apply the 
appropriate topology model as needed. We conduct analysis on each 
topology model by using the numbers of nodes from 10 nodes to 100 
nodes to analyze throughput, delay, energy consumption, and 
probability success packet by using NS2 simulator. The simulation 
results show that the throughput and the probability of success 
packet of cluster topology are higher than that of star topology, and 
the energy consumption of cluster topology is lesser than that of star 
topology. However, cluster topology increases the delay more than 
star topology.   
Keywords:  IEEE 802.15.4, wireless sensor network, beacon-enabled 
mode, topology, csma/ca 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Zigbee is specification for a suite of high level communication protocol 
used to create personal area network built from low-power and small digital 
radio. The technology defined by zigbee specification is intended to be 
simpler and less expensive than other wireless personal area network 
(WPAN). Network architecture on WPAN is designed for simple network 
concept such as home automation system with short operating system. IEEE 
802.15.4 is standard for WPAN that focuses on two layers bottom protocol, 
physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layer. MAC layer is defined 
by standard IEEE 802.15.4 as the access channel with two mechanism access, 
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